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1 up to 10 Terabytes
10 up to 50 Terabytes

How

is

50 up to 100 Terabytes

Big Data ?
On a daily basis, how
much data (operational
or analytical) does your
organization load,
process, analyze,
persist?
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100 up to 250 Terabytes
250 up to 500 Terabytes
500 up to 750 Terabytes
750 Terabytes up to 1 Petabyte
1 up to 5 Petabytes
5 up to 10 Petabytes
10 Petabytes or more

What Types of

Data make Big Data?

IT & Data Management Infographics

Structured data generated from
business processes.

Information graphics – or infographics as they are commonly referred – are a
quick and effective way for your audience to consume data. The primary goal of an
infographic is to present information visually so the reader can quickly understand
the data presented.
When you work with an EMA analyst for your infograph
ic creation, you will receive a uniquely crafted offering
that will help differentiate your solution. Whether you use
research from a sponsored EMA research study or your
own data, an EMA analyst will help you position your
product or service, fine-tune your marketing message, and
deliver it to the right target audience.

Today, many businesses are embracing a Hybrid Data
Ecosystem to meet the evolving needs of Big Data projects.

IT & DATA MANAGEMENT
VENDORS:
Don’t miss out on your chance to
provide a data-rich, compelling tool to
help educate and inform your audience!

View the EMA Infographic Portfolio.

Machine-generated data (e.g.
click-stream, sensor)
Human-sourced data (e.g. social
media, image, audio, unstructured
documents)

Which of the following data
sources are being used, or
planned for use, in your Big Data
project?
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24%

Process
mediated
data

Machine
generated
data

What are the
technical drivers
behind a

Big Data
Strategy?

Limitations in
Faster speed
current platform

Data Variety

What are the primary technical drivers behind your
organization’s need for a

Big Data strategy?

Require access to internal and external multistructured
data sets

17%
17%
15%

Require faster processing of structured or multi
structured data sets
Require faster reaction to complex event
processing (CEP) platforms

39%

12%

Current platform scaling limits

Infographic Offering

45%
Humansourced

information

Need access to deep transaction data from point
of sale and website clickstream platforms

• Leverage key data points from EMA Research or your own data
• Three to four main panels with two to three key points per panel

What part of your infrastructure are you focused on first to

accommodate Big Data?
Primary Operational Platform

Cost: $5,000

42%
38%
37%
36%
36%

Primary Analytic Platform
Complementary Analytic Platform

For infographics that are longer than four main panels and/or require primary
or secondary research to identify data points, please contact an EMA Business
Development Manager for a customized quote.

Exploratory Environment
Complementary Operational Platform

What is a

hybrid data ecosystem?
A hybrid ecosystem is a flexible, data management environment that can
meet the evolving needs of business users and Big Data projects.

Learn More

Hadoop

Operational
Platforms

For further information or to take advantage of this offer, please contact an EMA
Business Development Manager at sales@enterprisemanagement.com or call
+1.303.543.9500.
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Management and Landscape

Founded in 1996, Enterprise Management Associates (EMA) is a leading industry
analyst firm that provides deep insight across the full spectrum of IT and data
management technologies. EMA analysts leverage a unique combination of practical
experience, insight into industry best practices, and in-depth knowledge of current
and planned vendor solutions to help its clients achieve their goals. Learn more
about EMA research, analysis, and consulting services for enterprise line of business
users, IT professionals and IT vendors at www.enterprisemanagement.com or
blogs.enterprisemanagement.com. You can also follow EMA on Twitter, Facebook,
or YouTube.

Discovery
Platform

Information and Real-time Data Movement

Benefits derived from

SAP Real-Time Data Platform
Operational efficiencies
Better business decisions

IT & DATA MANAGEMENT RESEARCH,
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS & CONSULTING

Enterprise Management Associates, Inc.
1995 North 57th Court, Suite 120
Boulder, CO 80301
Phone: 303.543.9500 | Fax: 303.543.7687
www.enterprisemanagement.com

Improved total cost of ownership

Real-time Actionable Insight
The ultimate goal of real-time driven Big Data analytics
is to enable organizations to take action at the speed of
their business.

Find out how SAP can help you implement a real-time data platform to address your Big Data
needs. Visit www.sap.com/realtime_data for more information.

